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Neshaten Large Medical Center

The Large Medical Center is a Neshaten starship and station component but might also be found in use
on ground bases. The L.M.C. is equipped to handle a large number of casualties, up to eighty, and comes
equipped with a receiving area, surgery bays, patient bays, and a morgue.

Receiving Area

The receiving area is a small portion of the LMC where patients are received and then sorted by severity.
The receiving room has a counter where the centers commanding officer and his assistants usually stay
when there is no emergency.

Split into two parts, the receiving area's second part is quarantine that is used for patients who are either
very ill or suffering from kind of illness that the medical crew don't understand.

Quarantine

The Quarantine area has four medical force field generators that help to contain those who might be
afflicted with a contagious illness; this area of the bay is self-contained and has its own life-support
system that is separate from any other system. There are two entrances to the area, one is through the
medical center itself, and another can be through an external entrance.

There are four beds for patients to sleep on, and a cleaning room with haz-mat suits for medical
personnel to wear.

Patient Area

The Patient Area of the LMC has up to eighty two beds for patients to use, along with medical scanning
equipment and emergency surgical bays. The bay itself is circular shaped, with forty one beds all circling
the center of the room where a main nursing station resides. Extra beds are stored in a small bay in the
room, and there is enough square footage for close to eighty two beds although it would be considered
quite cramped.

Surgical Bays

The Surgical bay is where all surgery takes place; it is a dedicated bay, with each surgical room self-
contained, operating under its own miniature life-support system. The surgical beds have laser scalpels
and other types of equipment to help facilitate the need for performing deep based surgery.
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Morgue

The morgue is where all dead bodies are taken, depending on the facility; it could either be a cremation
facility or a freeze chamber to hold bodies. If it's a cremation facility, the ashes are disposed of
honorably. If it's a freeze chamber, then the bodies are disposed of using empty torpedo tubes during a
Death's Ceremony, where a ship or stations crew honors the dead by sending the bodies of those dead
into the sun.

Cremation Facilities are rare, usually found on stations while freeze chambers are typically found on both
stations and ships.
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